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Gary Schomer 
400 W. Franklin, #2 
Minneapolis, 19inn. 55405 

pea r Gary, 

Thanks for your note of the 18th. 

I loot forward to hearing further. 

Currently the pressures are greater because of apdrehension over how I feel, 
whether it is part of a normal post-phlebitio syndrome; and the unconscionable conduct 
of the self-seekers and nuts with the House and the bad vibes for that investigation. 

Lana and his usual gang of crooks and psychopaths have been businly engaged in 
stealing my 'sing work in a deal that involves NEC and a special for it by the liberal 
Abby Mann. 

The are sick people but I can t heal them. 

However, in more than one interest, it is a good is idea that I keep up on that 
they do and say and plan. So, if you come accross anything, clips, tapes of broadcasts, 
etc., I'd appreciate copies. 

Lane is now THE expert on the King assassination, his fastest ripoff. He actually 
knows nothing bu* by using the NBC/Mann connection he has begun by conning the Black 
Cauous, none of whom would really turn on when it happened. 

He is being boukeU on it by the outfit he kept from booking mu on it years ago, 
the American Program Bureau. My letter to the Boston address I had was returned. This 
means they have been away more than a year. 

These rascals always play into federal hands and always clause disinvestigetions. 

Thanks and best, 

This concerns ma as much as or more than the damage to me personally from it. 



Gary Schoener 

400 W. Franklin, Api. 2 
Minneapolis, Minn. 55405 
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